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1. Publishable summary
The usage made by users and communities is fundamental to evaluate the suitability of a
standard, or technology, respect to the challenges it wants resolve. So, a widely adopted standard
can contain more information and can cover better the requirements from the user due to the fact
that experiences feed the process of standard improvements.
In this perspective, the eBIZ-4.0 project has given a valuable starting point for improving the eBIZ
specifications: thanks to the pilot experiences it has been possible to check and analyse the actual
use of eBIZ in textile/clothing and footwear scenarios not yet explored, like the "Subcontracted
fashion manufacturing", or processes in which the eBIZ standard and RFID technologies work
together. Then a considerable set of requirements has been collected and included in the draft
version of eBIZ specification that is the base for a new and enriched version of the specifications.
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2. Introduction
The present eBIZ-4.0 Deliverable (D4.2) provides a summary of the improvements implemented in
the draft version of eBIZ specification, that will be the starting point for the proposal of a new
official version.
These improvements were elaborated thanks to the requirements collected from the eBIZ-4.0
pilot experiences. Indeed, the eBIZ pilots allowed to explore scenarios not yet supported by the
specification (like the "Subcontracted fashion manufacturing" processes) and, at the same time, to
discover further requirements for the already supported ones (for example, for better supporting
the RFID information in the logistic electronic business documents).
It is important to highlight that the changes to the eBIZ specifications don't compromise its
backward compatibility; this ensure the interoperability between systems based on older versions
and others adopting the new one.
The implemented changes (deeply explained in Chapter 4) involve all the components of the
specification: documents, processes, elements of the vocabulary and code lists. In short, the
benefit coming from them can be summarized as follows:


enlargement of the eBIZ upstream domain:
o a new business process has been defined and the scopes of some old ones have been
upgraded
o 3 new business document types have been developed and the scopes of some old ones
have been upgraded
o the new concept of ‘fashion product’ has been introduced in order to complement the
previous categories of products (yarn, fabric, etc)
 improvement of the business documents capacities, like:
o inclusion of external documents (like pdf)
o inclusion of images and their features
o possibility to provide texts in several languages
o improvement of the supported RFID and serial information
 improvement of the code lists:
o new kinds of information collected concerning the code lists and their representation as
OASIS Genericode [1] files (included multilingual support)
o enrichment of the set of values included in the code lists.
The approach for collecting, elaborating, evaluating (accept or reject) and implementing the
collected requirements, is also described in this Deliverable (see Chapter 3).
Finally, the set of artefacts available for the eBIZ adoption has been enriched: on the base of the
inputs coming from the eBIZ pilots, the JSON version of the eBIZ XML Schema documents have
been realized. These JSON Schemas will be the reference for the implementation of the eBIZ
document specification in a JSON format interoperable with the XML one (see Chapter 5).
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3. The approach
A standard specification should be thought to satisfy the requirements shared by the largest part
of its users; very specific needs are usually out of the scope of a standard specification.
Thus, in order to be coherent with this principle, the approach for improving the eBIZ specification
has been based on the following steps (
Figure 1):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Requirement collection
Requirement evaluation
Request for contribution
Requirement elaboration (only for positive evaluation)
Requirement implementation
eBIZ users

Request for improvement
submission

eBIZ Technical Committee

Request for
improvement

Request for improvement
collection

Step 1

Request for improvement
evaluation

Step 2

rejected
accepted
Request
receiving

Feedback elaboration

Draft improvement
proposal receiving

Request for
contribution

Feedback

Request for contribution

Step 3

Feedback

Draft
improvement
proposal

Draft improvement
proposal & submission

Feedback

Feedback collection

Step 4
Feedback elaboration
& submission

Final improvement
proposal
Improvement
implementation

Step 5
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Figure 1 Steps for improving the eBIZ specification

The first step, Requirement collection, concerns the receiving of requests for improvement from
users that, using eBIZ or evaluating the suitability of eBIZ for their scope, discover that some needs
are not supported.
Each one of the received requests is evaluated (second step) in order to establish if the need is
actually not supported and if it is not focalized on the need of a specific user only.
If the request is accepted, a first check with the eBIZ community starts with the aim to discover if
the need is shared and, in case, collect more inputs for elaborating the improvement (third step).
Then, the specification is elaborated and is submitted to the eBIZ community in order to check if it
is suitable to satisfy the needs of everyone. After an established period, the received feedbacks
are analysed and merged into a final proposal for improvement (fourth step).
Finally (fifth step), the elaborated proposal is implemented as part of the draft specification.
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4. Implemented improvements
4.1. Upstream domain enlargement
The starting point of eBIZ-4.0 is the version 2013 of the eBIZ specification (CEN CWA 16667);
concerning the upstream domain, the specification supported the scenarios with three
players/roles: producer, his direct suppliers and the subcontractors (the trade organization were
outside the upstream scenarios). So the initial eBIZ business processes defined the direct
collaborations between a producer and his first-tier suppliers and subcontractors (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Initial eBIZ domain

Thanks to the inputs coming from the eBIZ-4.0 pilots, this initial domain has been enlarged (Figure
3) in order to support the scenarios with further players/roles, the Brand and the nth-tier suppliers,
and more sale channels (classical trade channel, but also new ones, like the eCommerce
Platforms).

Figure 3 Final eBIZ domain
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This improvement means also a significant positive impact on the value and services that
companies can achieve through the adoption of eBIZ specifications, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 As the value for Company changes with eBIZ-4.0

Furthermore the enlargement of the domain required processes supporting the transactions
between Brands and Fashion operators dealing with the whole range of fashion products. As
consequence, a new concept, 'Fashion goods', has been introduced in the eBIZ vocabulary and
some documents have been renamed and updated (see Chapter 4.1.2) so that now they can be
used for transactions concerning any kind of product (previously, eBIZ had only dedicated
documents, each one able to manage a type of product: yarn, fabrics, accessories, garments,
shoes or any other finished product –or component of-).
The full set of concepts that are now supported by eBIZ is showed in Figure 5 that also highlights
some of the usable documents for each concepts (the full landscape is available on the eBIZ
technical documentation web site1).

1

www.ebiz.enea.it/ebiz/dizionarioNEW/atlante.asp?lingua=en&version=draft&sito=EBIZ
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Figure 5 Subset of eBIZ Upstream document Atlas

Concretely, the actions to implement this domain enlargement have been:





the definition of a new businesses process and the enlargement of the scope of an old one
(see Chapter 0)
the definition of three new business document types (see Chapter 4.1.2)
the improvement of the scope of some existing eBIZ business document types (see Chapter
4.1.2)
the improvement of business documents schemas (see Chapter 4.2).
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4.1.1. Improvement of supported business processes
In order to enlarge the eBIZ domain, at process level the following improvements have been
made:
 definition of a new business process: Sales on eService
 update of the existing Knitwear subcontracted manufacturing process to Subcontracted
fashion manufacturing.
The Sales on eService process concerns the Fashion product sales on eService. Figure 6 shows
activities and transactions belonging to the process.

Figure 6 Activities of the Sales on eService process
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The Subcontracted fashion manufacturing process concerns the subcontracted production of
fashion good. The main role is the Fashion Producer that subcontracts one or more phases of the
production to a Subcontractor and gives directives that involve also nth-tier sub-subcontractors in
order to be compliant with requirements like CITES or Country of Origin.
Figure 7 shows activities and transactions belonging to the process.

Figure 7 Activities of the Subcontracted fashion manufacturing process
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4.1.2. New or updated business document types
The following new document types have been defined in order to support the enlarged eBIZ
domain:




Fashion Catalogue
Fashion Master Data
Party Information

Fashion Catalogue is the document containing the prices and the technical properties of the
fashion articles offered by a manufacturer.
It is usable as a catalog (showcase/offer) as well as to exchange in advance the product data
between Suppliers and Customers, in order to allow synchronization of the corresponding data
bases. Furthermore, a Producer can use it to publish is offer on ePlatforms.
It contains the items that compose the Fashion Producer's offer (codes, descriptions, prices and
terms of sale) and may include some technical-descriptive data of the product (trade name,
composition, weight and height, …), as well as marketing information (images, verbose
descriptions, …).
The first level structure of this document type is showed in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Fashion Catalogue root structure

Fashion Master Data is the document used by a party to provide the receiver with technicallogistic information about a product; it may regard raw materials, components or final goods.
The message can have various uses: for example it can be issued by the Supplier of goods to
communicate the technical-logistical characteristics of an article that the Receiver will receive;
otherwise it might be issued by the Brand to communicate the technical characteristics of an
article to the Subcontractor that he will receive to transform or which he will have to produce.
The sender forwards this document in order to feed a registry of the characteristics of the goods
that will then be treated in some way (sold or stored or processed for example).
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The main function of the message is to provide information of various kinds: logistics (dimensions,
packaging, handling, stackability), commercial (category, line or group of products), technical (size,
treatments, ...), operational (e.g. CITES).
The first level structure of the document type is showed in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Fashion Master Data root structure

The Party Information document is used to communicate information about people or companies
or organisations (for example, lists of customers enabled to operate on an eCommerce platform).
The sender forwards this document in order to feed a registry of persons or organizations.
Main function of the message is transferring information about people or companies: personal or
business data (name, address, contacts, billing information, commercial categories of business
partners or customers).
The first level structure of the document type is showed in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Party Information root structure
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The following document types are the result of renaming and update of existing document types:






Fashion Commission Order (ex Knitting-Clothing Commission Order)
Fashion Despatch Advice (ex Garment Despatch Advice)
Fashion Despatch Request (ex Garment Despatch Request)
Fashion Receiving Advice (ex Receiving Advice)
Garment Order Status (ex Knitting/Clothing Order status).

The document names have been changed to make clear that their scope has been enlarged and
they can be used for transactions concerning any kind of fashion product/service.
In parallel, their structure has been increased to include information needed to identify and
describe any fashion product and to provide the details about its work phases, final use and
packaging mode.
Figure 11 shows the new element implementing the 'Fashion product' concept that, with this aim,
includes information needed to identify and describe any fashion product.

Figure 11 fashioProd element structure
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Figure 12 shows, as example, the structure of the new "phase" element that provides details of a
production phase of a garment product; it has been added to the line of the documents Fashion
Commission Order and Garment Order Status.

Figure 12 phase element structure
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4.2. Improvement of the business documents capabilities
This chapter describes updates that may affect many existing documents.

4.2.1. Serial item identification
Requirement: to support multiple serial identification of the same unit of product in the logistic
(despatch, receiving advices, etc…) and status of order documents.
Improvements:
1. the cardinality of serialN (when child of piece element) has been changed in order to
support the new requirement when using the piece element (Figure 13). The numberigOrg
and idQualifier attributes can be used to declare the type of the serial number (Figure 14)

Figure 13 Changes in piece element
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Figure 14 serialN structure

2. two new elements have been introduced in the eBIZ dictionary to support the requirement
in the other documents not using piece element:
 itemIdentification: it collects the set of serial identification numbers of a same unit
(Figure 15) according to different numbering organisations or type of serial identification
 itemList: it lists the itemIdentification elements of many single units of product (Figure
16)
3. the new element itemList has been added to the elements showed in Figure 17
4. the old element EPC has been deprecated in order to avoid redundancies or conflicts with
the new itemList element.

Figure 15 itemIdentification structure
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Figure 16 itemList structure

As showed in Figure 17, the itemList element has been added to the logistic document line
elements (AAitem, ARitem, GA_item, ...), to the specific logistic element (actualPackageUnit) and
also to the element connect to the orders status documents (fabricComponent, inventory,
progress,...).

Figure 17 Parents of itemList element
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4.2.2. Additional Party Identifier
Requirement: to have the possibility to identify a Party through more codes (currently only one
‘main’ identifier can be specified).
Improvements:
1. a new element, additionalIdentifier, has been introduced in the eBIZ dictionary. The
numberigOrg and idQualifier attributes can be used to declare the type of identifier (Figure
18)
2. the new additionalIdentifier element has been added to buyer, invoicee and supplier
elements, allowing more occurrences (Figure 18). The use of the numberingOrg and
idQualifier attributes allows specifying different kind of identifiers.

Figure 18 additionalIdentifier structure

4.2.3. External document
Requirement: to support the attachment of external document in the eBIZ documents.
Improvements:
1. a new element, attachment, has been introduced in the eBIZ dictionary in order to support
two ways for attaching any kind of external document in the eBIZ ones:
a. specifying an external URI
Page 22
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b. codifying and embedding the document. The attachment element structure is
depicted in Figure 19
2. the new attachment element has been added as child of refDoc element (Figure 20)
3. the refDoc element has been added to the following elements, in order to include it in
document types that have not it yet:
a. GMitem (line of the document Fashion Master Data)
b. GSOitem (line of the document Garment Stock Offer)
c. TCheader, TCItem and TCGroup (belonging to the Textile Catalogue)
d. TTGItem and TTGGroup (belonging to the Fabric Technical Sheet).

Figure 19 Attachment element structure
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Figure 20 refDoc element structure

4.2.4. Pictures
Requirement: to support the transport of pictures in the catalogue documents associated with
information on their usage that might be used to fill automatically also an online catalogue.
Improvements:
1. a new element, picture, has been introduced in the eBIZ dictionary; as showed in Figure 21,
the element contains a lot of features about the image and its use, and the possibility to
embed it through the attachment element;
2. the new picture element has been added to the Fashion and Textiles Catalogue documents
(Figure 22).
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Figure 21 picture element structure

Figure 22 Parents of the picture element
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4.2.5. Text dimension
Requirement: to increase the dimension of textual elements.
Improvements:
1. the maximum dimension of some elements has been increased; some examples of involved
elements are: payTermText, art, added, etc.

4.2.6. Multilingualism
Requirement: to give the possibility to provide the same text in more different languages.
Improvements:
1. a new attribute, ln, has been introduced in the eBIZ dictionary and applied to all textual
elements that have to support the multilingualism
2. the maximum number of occurrences of the all textual elements that have to support the
multilingualism has been changed to '999' (note: only one text per language is admitted see Figure 23).
The elements that have been affected to this improvement are: description, partyDescription,
commerceText. See, as example, Figure 25 that shows the description element structure and the
relation with its parent elements.

<description ln="IT">Questo è un esempio</description>
<description ln="EN">This is an example</description>

OK!!

<description ln="EN">This is an example</description>
<description ln="EN">This is a wrong example</description>

NO!!

Figure 23 Example of ln attribute use

Please note that, using the CDATA statement also non-latin character sets are allowed (see Figure
24).
...
<description ln="EN">Black jacket with pockets<description>
<description ln="BG"><![CDATA[Черно яке с джобове]]><description>
<description ln="ES">Chaqueta negra con bolsillos<description>
...

Figure 24 Example of use of CDATA statement
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Figure 25 description element structure
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4.2.7. Management of different quantities for different size/color for
Accessories
Requirement: to give the possibility to specify different quantities for different size/color of a same
accessory.
Improvements:
1. the csRange element has been added as child to the following elements: AOItem, AXItem,
ARItem, AAItem
2. the itemsList and packageN elements have been added to ARItem and AAItem elements in
order to support the serial identification at size/color level.
See, as example, the updated structure of the AAItem element (Figure 26Errore. L'origine

riferimento non è stata trovata.).
Figure 26 AAItem element structure
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4.2.8. Management of different pricing policies
Requirement: to support the possibility to specify different prices for different geographic area.
Improvements:
1. a new element, marketPrice, has been added to the eBIZ dictionary. It allows to specify the
geographic area which the price is intended to and the related allowances or charges, if
needed
(

Figure 27)
2. the new element has been added as child element to the Fashion and Textiles Catalogue
documents.
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Figure 27 marketPrice element structure

4.2.9. Improvement on specific documents or elements
Document type: Garment Kit Despatch Request

Requirement: to support information on transport and transport packages at document level.
Improvements: the elements shipInfo has been added to the document (at root level); see Figure
28.
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Figure 28 TEXKitDesRequest structure
Document type: Textiles Catalogue

Requirement: to support details about Third Parties involved in the business transaction and the
commercial information at document level.
Improvements:



the elements terms and texComInfo have been added to the document (at root level); see
Figure 29
the element thirdParty has been added to the TCheader element (Figure 30)

Figure 29 TEXCatalog root element structure
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Figure 30 TCheader element structure
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Document type: Textiles Collection Forecast
Requirement: to include the monetary value of the goods specified in the document.

Improvements: the elements amount has been added to the line of the Textiles Collection Forecast
document (Figure 31).

Figure 31 TNitem element structure
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Document types: Fabric technical sheet

Requirement: the fabric color card should give the possibility to specify more coding of the same
color
Improvements:
1. two new elements, TTGroup and its child TTGitem (Figure 32), have been introduced in the
eBIZ dictionary. They allow to provide details about a textile product group, including one
or more color codes or, alternately, one or more color card
2. the TTGroup element and, consequently, its child TTGitem have been added to the TTbody
element (that is the body of the document Fabric Technical Sheet).

Figure 32 TTGitem element structure
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Document type: Textile Invoice

Requirement: to have the possibility to supply the data needed for INTRASTAT declaration (for
example: quantities expressed both as line meters and weight; both gross and net price with
reference to discount and taxes)
Improvements:
1. the cardinality of qty and price elements (children of TIitem element) has been changed
from 1 to 2 (Figure 33)
2. the code list "T3 - terms of delivery" has been updated according to INCOTERMs® 2010 (see
Chapter 4.3.1).

Figure 33 TIitem element structure

Document types: Garment Stock Offer, Garment Stock Offer Change, Garment Stock Offer Status

Requirement: to support the possibility to provide the date of the future availability of the stock.
Improvements:
1. a new element, readyTosendDate, has been added to the eBIZ dictionary. It allows to
specify date of goods ready to despatch
2. the new element has been added as child element to the following elements (Figure 34):
 GSOItem (line item of the document Garment Stock Offer)
 GSXitem (line item of the document Garment Stock Offer Change)
 GSSitem (line item of the document Garment Stock Offer Status)
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Figure 34 readyToSendDate element structure

Document type: Fashion Commission Order (ex Knitting-Clothing Commission Order)

Requirement: to have the possibility to specify if the quantity indicated in the list of materials
needed to realize the final product, or part of it, is referred to a unit of product (BoM) or required
quantity to obtain the indicated total amount of product (BoL).
Improvements: the attribute consumptionType has been added to the element garConsumption
(Figure 35).

Figure 35 garConsumption element structure
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Document type: General Purpose Request

Requirement: to improve the set of kinds of good that can be specified in the document.
Improvements: the elements garmentPartCode and acsCode have been added to the element
itemRestrict (Figure 36) in order to include any kind of textile/clothing good (fabric, yarn,
accessory, part of a garment article, garment article).

Figure 36 itemRestrict element strucutre
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Document types: any textile document type

Requirement: to improve the set of trade information that can be specified in a document.
Improvements: following information have been added to the element texComInfo (Figure 37):
brand, productline and operationalcode.

Figure 37 texComInfo element strucutre
Document types: any document type

Requirement: to have the possibility to specify the quantity of goods using two different unit of
measure.
Improvements: the number of occurrences of the element qty has been changed to '2' in the
following elements:










DRitem (line item of the document Textiles Darn Return)
GTOitem (line item of the document General Transport Order)
kitAccessory (details of an accessory included in a garment manufacturing kit)
MOitem (line item of the document General Transport Order)
TAitem (line item of the message Textiles Despatch Advise)
TNitem (line item of the document Textiles Collection Forecast)
TRAitem (line item of the document Receiving Advise)
TIitem (line item of the document Textile Invoice)
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See, as example, the change made in the element TRAitem showed in Figure 38.

Figure 38 Change of cardinality in the TRAitem element

The different units of measure are managed through the attribute um belonging to the qty
element (Figure 39).

Figure 39 qty element structure
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4.3.

Improvement of the code lists

This chapter describes the improvement concerning the eBIZ code list2.

4.3.1. Improvement of general code list information
Requirement: to track the changes applied to a code list.
Improvements: the structure of the OASIS Genericode [1] files implementing the eBIZ code lists
has been improved thanks to the addition of new information; in particular, following information
have been added for each code in a code list:




date of insertion
adoption note
description: long explanation of the meaning of the code, available in more
language (actually it available in English and Italian, but any translation can be
added in fast way).

See, as example, Table 1 showing the Code list T3 - terms of delivery.
Code

Table values

CFR

COST AND FREIGHT (named port of
destination)
COST, INSURANCE AND FREIGHT (named port
of destination)
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE PAID (named
place of destination)
CARRIAGE PAID (named place of destination)
DELIVERED AT FRONTIER (named place)

CIF
CIP
CPT
DAF
DAP
DAT

Delivered at Place of destination (named place
of destination)
Delivered at Terminal (named place of
destination)

Adoption note

Date of
insertion

according to Incoterms® 2010
it is obsolete
according to Incoterms® 2010

08/12/2017

according to Incoterms® 2010

08/12/2017

08/12/2017

Table 1 Code list T3 - terms of delivery

4.3.2. Improvement of set of codes of some code lists
Requirement: to add some codes at some identified code lists.
Improvements: the set of codes of the following code lists have been enriched:





2

Code list T3 - terms of delivery: updated to INCOTERMS 2010
Code list T11 - transport package type: added some values from the UN/ECE 8053 code list
Code list T19 - fibre type
Code list T21 - type of document

www.moda-ml.org/moda-ml/imple/moda-ml-Draft.asp?pag=6
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Code list T41 - type of Allowance or Charge added some values from the UN/ECE 4465 code
list
Code list T58 – yarn quality parameters
Code list NT2 – third party qualifier (role).
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5. JSON for eBIZ business Document
The reference electronic exchange format for eBIZ messages is XML [2], so the only normative
specification for the implementation of eBIZ XML messages are the eBIZ XML Schemas3 [3].
Nevertheless, during the eBIZ-4.0 project, the need to have also a reference for implementing eBIZ
messages in JSON [4] format has been raised. This requirement is quite coherent with the state of
adoption of the JSON format over the last few years.
Due to this, the set of available artefact for the eBIZ adoption has been enriched with the JSON
version of the eBIZ XML Schema documents.
These JSON Schema [5] will be the reference for the implementation of the eBIZ documents in a
JSON format interoperable with the XML one; in other words, the compliance with the proposed
JSON Schemas assures an unambiguous bidirectional mapping between XML and JSON instances.
In any case, the XML format is still the only official one for the eBIZ messages and the eBIZ XML
Schema are the only mean to state if the messages are conformant or not to the eBIZ
specification.

5.1.

The eBIZ JSON Schema

The eBIZ JSON Schema have been designed according to the following principles:




for each XML Schema, an interoperable JSON Schema is provided: the JSON Schema
includes all the information of the corresponding XML Schema, respecting its structure and
its constraints (mandatory requirements, ranges or lists of admitted values, data types,
etc.)
each JSON Schema is the result of the application of a set of transformation rules on its
corresponding XML Schema.
Only one set of transformation rules has been defined and it is valid for all XML Schemas; it
states the conversion rules for each XML Schema components into JSON Schema
components, so that it ensures that all the JSON Schemas are coherent with the same
transformation principles.
Example of transformation rules are:
 the name of XML elements doesn’t change during the transformation in JSON
element
 the name of XML types doesn’t change during the transformation in JSON element
 the name of an XML attributes become a JSON element having the name of the
XML attribute preceded by the character @.

An example of XML Schema type definition and the corresponding JSON Schema type definition is
showed in Figure 40.

3

www.ebiz.enea.it/moda-ml/repository/schema/v2013-1/default.asp
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JSON Schema - TEXOrder_Type type definition
"TEXOrder_Type": {
"description": "TEXOrder - Order sent by the Clothing Producer to the Fabric Producer",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@TOtype": {"$ref": "#/definitions/TOtype_Type"},
"@msgfunction": {"$ref": "#/definitions/msgfunction_Type"},
"@version": {"$ref": "#/definitions/version_Type"},
"@useProfile": {"$ref": "#/definitions/useProfile_Type"},
"TOheader": {"$ref": "#/definitions/TOheader_Type"},
"terms": {"$ref": "#/definitions/terms_Type"},
"texComInfo": {"$ref": "#/definitions/texComInfo_Type"},
"TObody": {"$ref": "#/definitions/TObody_Type"},
"totals": {"$ref": "#/definitions/totals_Type"}
},
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"TOheader",
"TObody",
"@TOtype"
]
}

XML Schema - TEXOrder_Type type definition
<xsd:complexType name="TEXOrder_Type">
<xsd:annotation><xsd:documentation>TEXOrder - Order sent by the Clothing Producer to the
Fabric Producer</xsd:documentation></xsd:annotation>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="TOheader" type="TOheader_Type" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="terms" type="terms_Type" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>

è

<xsd:element name="texComInfo" type="texComInfo_Type" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="TObody" type="TObody_Type" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xsd:element name="totals" type="totals_Type" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="TOtype" type="TOtype_Type" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="msgfunction" type="msgfunction_Type" use="optional" default="OR"/>
<xsd:attribute name="version" type="version_Type" use="optional" default="2013-1"/>

Figure 40 Example of JSON Schema fragment and its corresponding XML Schema fragment
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An example of XML fragment from an eBIZ Order document and the corresponding JSON fragment
is showed in Figure 41.

JSON instance - fragment of TEXOrder document

{"TEXOrder": {
"@TOtype": "A",
"@msgfunction": "OR",
"@version": "2013-1",
"@useProfile": "CA",
"TOheader": {
"msgN": "AB003",
"msgID": "Doc1007",
"msgDate": {
"@dateForm": "D",
"$": "2014-06-24"
},
"validityEnd": {
"@dateForm": "D",
"$": "2014-07-24"
},
"msgCurrency": "EUR",
"msgCurrency": "EUR",
"otherCurrency": [{
"@currencyUseQualifier": "PAY",
"$": "GBP"
}],

....
XML instance - fragment of TEXOrder document
<ml:TEXOrder xmlns:ml="urn:moda-ml:repository:schema:TEXOrder"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:moda-ml:repository:schema:TEXOrder http://www.modaml.org/moda-ml/repository/schema/v2013-1/TEXOrder.xsd"
TOtype="A" msgfunction="OR" version="2013-1" useProfile="CA">
<TOheader>
<msgN>AB003</msgN>
<msgID>Doc1007</msgID>
<msgDate dateForm="D">2014-06-24</msgDate>
<validityEnd dateForm="D">2014-07-24</validityEnd>
<msgCurrency>EUR</msgCurrency>
<otherCurrency currencyUseQualifier="PAY">GBP</otherCurrency>
....

Figure 41 Example of JSON fragment and its corresponding XML fragment

The first draft version of eBIZ JSON Schemas, ready to be tested by users, will be available on the
eBIZ technical documentation web site; at the following link a demo JSON Schema is already
available:
www.moda-ml.org/moda-ml/repository/jsonschema/Draft/default.asp?lingua=en&nomenu=0
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